When {2,} is exogenous in the sense that {8,} does not Granger-cause {2,} (Granger (1969» (i.e ., the distribution of {2,,1 ~ n} given {2"8,, I < n} is identical to that of {2,,1 ~ n} given {2,,1 < n}, n = 1,2. ..), Robbins and Monro's results provide conditions under which 8, converges to 8*. Robbins and Monro (1951) treated the case s = 1; a generalization to the case s < CX> was given by Blum (1954) . The method has been impressively elaborated and extended since its introduction, especially by engineers, who find it ideally suited to applications where rapid adaptivity is required, because of its computational simplicity and minimal memory requirements. Among others, Ljung (1977) and Ljung and Soderstrom (1983) have been leaders in the theory and application of (2.1) in engIneerIng. Equation (2.1) is well-suited to econometric application as well, as it provides a recursive version of Huber's m-estimators (Huber (1967», which include as special cases generalized method of moment (Hansen (1982» and quasi-maximum likelihood (White (1982» methods . However, if agent actions are dependent on knowledge embodied in 8, and if agent actions are included in 2" then 2, cannot be exogenous and the simple theory of convergence for (2.1) does not apply.
Because of the importance of feedback control in engineering applications, the theory of stochastic approximation has been elaborated by engineers to permit dynamic feedbacks that remove the obstacle just noted and that can accommodate a wide range of plausible behavior by economic agents. An especially general theory has been provided by KC, who consider adaptive rules of the form (2.2) 8'+1 =8, +71,h(A,,8,) (1=0,1,...,) where {71,} is a learning rate sequence as before, the update function h corresponds to -m in equation (2.1) and A, plays the role previously played by 2" but now with allowance for feedbacks. KC assume that A, is generated recursively as (2.3) ;.",=I,,(;.'.fi'+1.7,) (1=0,1,...,) A A A A +1 A A where L, is a known function, )., = ().O' ..., ).,), 8' = (80' ..., 8,+1)~ and {2,} now represents a sequence of exogenous variables. Observe that ).'+ 1 is in principle determined by the entire past history of its own values, the present and past history of parameter estimates, and the "current" exogenous variables. A . The elements of )., that do not depend only on the exogenous vanables 2, can accommodate agent actions.
Broadly speaking, KC's theory provides conditions under which 8, converges almost surely to a solution 8* of the system of equations ii(8) = lim E(h().,(8),8» = 0, ,...w here ).,(8) is the value taken by A, when 8, = 8 for all I. The interpretation of 8* is thus analogous to the original case of stochastic approximation. Note that limits are taken to permit convergence of system feedbacks.
The theory we develop is motivated by a leading case in whieh a vector of agent actions is generated according to RIlt=P(Zt-l'RIlt-l'fJ) (t= 1,2,...,) where {Z,} is a sequence of exogenous variables, fJ is an unknown parameter vector, and p embodies the law of motion relating current actions to lagged exogenous variables, past actions, and parameters. The dependence of p on a single lag of Z, and RIll is less restrictive than it may appear: each may contain multiple lags of underlying exogenous variables and actions.
For example, Marcet and Sargent (1989a, b) consider laws of motion of the form ;G, = T(13)Z,-1 -t-V(I1)B"
where (in their notation) z, is n x 1, T({3) is an n X n matrix with elements depending on the n X n matrix {3, V({3) is an n X m matrix with elements depending on {3, and B, is an m X 1 vector white noise. This fits into our framework by making the identifications R9,=z" 2,-I=B" O=vec{3.
For convenience we recast the Marcet-Sargent setup in our notation as R9, = T(0)R9,-1 + V(0)2,-1 =pl(2,-I'R9'-1'0).
Because Marcet-Sargent based their analysis on Ljung (1977) , pi in fact covers all Ljung-type laws of motion, and in particular the laws of motion treated by Woodford (1990, equation (a.2» . However, we shall not restrict ourselves to the linear structure imposed by pi, but instead permit certain general nonlinearities. Nor shall we require that {2,} be a white noise. Instead, we permit {2,} to be a general dependent stochastic process, in particular a process near epoch dependent on an underlying mixing process. By permitting nonlinear laws of motion, we are freed from the necessity of trying to fit economic behavior into a linear strai2htiacket. A prirf'. pllid for thi£ freedom is that while we shall be able to give conditions sufficient for convergence to equilibrium, we, unlike Ljung (1977) , cannot give conditions sufficient for nonconvergence. The advantage of relaxing the requirement that {2,} be a white noise in favor of it being a fairly general dependent stochastic process is that .not only can we permit a richer noise structure, but we can also allow for interaction of agent actions with economic and other variables that are time dependent and exogenous.
Above, we said that we permit "certain" general nonlinearities. The qualifier signals the fact that unrestricted nonlinearity will not be allowed. Instead, to ensure stability of the dynamic system and to ensure the asymptotic independence of agent actions with respect to noise occurring in the far distant past (required to average out noise effects in establishing convergence), we shall assume that for each z and 0, p(z, ., 0) is a contraction mapping in agent actions. In fact, Marcet-Sargent impose precisely this condition by their restriction that T(fJ) have eigenvalues inside the unit circle. While it is desirable and seems plausible that this condition may be relaxed (e.g., as in Duffie and Singleton (1993», we shall preserve it here; we face sufficient challenges already. We shall also impose some convenient smoothness conditions on p. These can be relaxed at the expense of a small explosion in technicality.
Our choices for h and At are motivated by the advantages of maintaining and extending Ljung's (1977) setup, as this is heavily relied on by both MarcetSargent (1989a, b) and Woodford (1990 Consequently, to put this in KC's framework, it suffices to take AI(6) = (ZI' R81).
However, because of the importance of the principle of optimization in constructing estimators, and becau~e the choice hl is somewhat inconvenient in this regard, we shall consider an extension of this setup. To see what is involved, consider the case in which an error is determined as a function of 6 as el(6) =u(ZI'R81'6) (t= 1,2,...), through the function u, and learning is undertaken so as to minimize the expected cost of error in the limit, (2.4) lim E[ 1/1'( el( 6) )1 , I-+w here 1/1': ~ -+ ~ is an appropriate cost function, e.g., squared error, 1/I'(e) = e2/2. To solve this optimization problem we can attempt to find 6* satisfying the nccc334ry fir~t ordcr ~ondition~ ful d 11lillilllUl11 uf (2.4), lim E[Vel( 8)1/1( el( 6) )1 = 0, I-+w here 1/1 = d1/1' /de, V denotes the gradient operator with respect to 6 (yielding an s x 1 vector), and we assume the validity of an interchange of limit, derivative, and expectation.
Apparently, then, we have ii( 6) = lim E[Vel( 6)1/1( el( 6) )1 , I-+ã nd we can examine the contents of the expectation to extract h(AI(6),6). By the chain rule Vel(6) = V(u(ZI'R81'6») = U8( Zl , R81' 6)' + VR8IUr( Zt , R81 ,6)', C.-M. KUAN AND H. WHITE where U8 is the derivative of u with respect to 8 (a row vector), VR8/ is the gradient of R8/ with respect to 8, and Ur is the derivative of U with respect to the agent actions (the second argument). The derivatives U8 and Ur can be computed in a straightforward manner, and depend only on Z/, R8/, and 8. However, VR8/ is a new term, and therefore must be explicitly accounted for in )../(8). Because
the chain rule gives
This provides us with a recursion for VR8/, so that it is now appropriate to take )../(8) = (Z/' R8/, ~8/) where ~8/ = VR8/0 Substituting the expressions for Ve/ and e/, we get
=h(At(6).6). Note that here h has the form h = h2h1. with h1(Zt.R8t.6) ="'(U(Zt.R8t.6» h2( Zt .R8t ..::!8t6) = U8( Zt .R8t .6)' + .::!8tU'( Zt .R8t .6)'.
The recursions that form the focus of our attention will therefore be of the form h1t=h1(Zt.Rt.8t). h2t=h2(Zt.Rt.Jt.8t).
(2.5) 8t+ 1 = 8t + 11th2th1t .
R.t+1 =p(zt.R.t.Bt).
Jt+1 =P8(Zt. Rt. 8t)' + JtP,(Zt. Rt. 8t)'. A A A where initial values 60. Ro. and .::!0 are chosen arbitrarily. This permits treatment of cases in which Jt does not enter. simply by setting h2t = 1. but it also permits useful additional flexibility in a variety of learning contexts where estimation optimization plays a role.
Note that by suitable definition of p* (say). the recursions (2.5) can be put in the form 8t+1 = 8t +"7th(zt.Ri.8t}. Ri+1=P*(Zt.Ri.8t} (t=O.l.
However. it is more convenient to work with the explicit form (2.5).
) .
Our theory will provide conditions under which 8, converges in an appropriate sense to a solution of h«(J) = 0. Given suitable interpretations for h and p, these solutions may be interpreted as rational expectations equilibria.
EXAMPLES
Before proceeding to the formal theory, it is helpful to consider in a little detail some examples that fall into the current setup. First we consider a simplified Marcet-Sargent (1989a, b) model in light of the discussion of the preceding section. Then we consider an agent learning a nonlinear relationship.
3.a. A Simplified Marcet-Sargent Model
Recall the Marcet-Sargent model with law of motion
where {Z,} is a white noise process. For simplicity, we take RIJ' to be a scalar. which is a gradient version of the Newton-type algorithm used by Marcet and Sargent (cf. Woodford (1990». The algorithm (3.5 ) is much simpler than (3.3) and thus more plausible as a basis for agent learning. More importantly, it delivers a solution to (3.1), provided that T has a fixed point. The existence of the unique fixed point 80 is guaranteed by the fixed point theorem as long as IT' (8) where we have used the fact that Z, is a white noise. Consequently 80 cannot be a zero of (3.2) unless V'(80) = 0 (i.e., V is a constant function). This means that 80 cannot solve the least squares problem (3.2). It also means that the least squares algorithm (3.3) will converge to 8* ~ 80.
To obtain a least squares procedure that does converge to 80, it is necessary to take proper account of the presence of V(8). Specifically, consider solving the weighted least squares problem
When T has a fixed point (T(80) = 80) we have
so that 80 is a zero of E(Ve,(8)e,(8» as well as a zero of (3.4). Again, the simple algorithm (3.5) analogous to that used by Marcet and Sargent is available to find the zero of (3.4), but now it must be interpreted as a weighted least squares estimator.
This example highlights an interesting contrast between the no-feedback case familiar in classical econometric modeling and the feedback case considered here. In the no-feedback case, both ordinary and weighted least squares will generally provide consistent estimates of the parameters of a correctly specified regression model, even when the error variance depends on model parameters; the cost of ignoring this dependence is only estimator inefficiency. However, in the present feedback case, ignoring such dependence can lead to the inconsistency of least squares for parameters of interest. Account must be taken of this dependence to ensure consistent learning of parameters of interest.
3.b. Least Squares Learning with a Possibly Misspecified Model
Now suppose that a time series {~} is generated as
where g is a function unknown to an economic agent (e.g., a firm), X, is a random vector generated by nature, R, is a choice variable under agent control (e.g. price or quantity), and E, is an unobservable error such that E(E,IZ'-l,X,)=O,where Z'=(Zo,...,Z,), Z,=(E"X;)'. The agent is assumed to have a parametric model f(X" R" 8) used to approximate g, a method for estimating model parameters, and a function determining agent actions as
The action function may specify anything from simple rules of thumb to sophisticated intertemporal optimizing behavior based on the model used for g. The precise nature of the action function P does not concern us here, beyond the assumption that its arguments are as given.
With actions R8" the system generates y8, = g(X" R8,) + E" so that errors are given by
A simple learning rule for this situation is quasi-nonlinear least squares, in which the agent updates model parameter estimates according to the rule (3.6) 8'+1=6,+1],U8(Z"R"6,)'u(z,,R,,6,) " 8,) . In this case we have
with ).,(8) = (Z" R8,). 
=0. However, unlike the previous linear example, nothing guarantees that this is the only zero of h(8). With f a nonlinear model, multiple zeroes are to be generally expected. Thus, depending on the starting value and the stochastic process governing {ZJ, the system can easily converge to 8* * 80, which need not correspond to a rational expectations equilibrium. For example, 8* may have a nonzero element where 80 has a zero element, corresponding to a coefficient on an irrelevant variable like sunspot activity .Because agents in this context would continue asymptotically to base their actions upon a belief about the probability laws governing variables of interest that is incorrect, such an equilibrium would not be a rational expectations equilibrium nor could it properly be called a sunspot equilibrium in the usual sense, because these must be rational expectations equilibria. We shall refer to the present possibility as an "incorrect belief equilibrium." We are indebted to a referee on this point.
The difficulty with the learning rule (3.6) is that it can converge to local as well as global minima of an underlying error cost function. Although we cannot give a formal analysis here, it is worth noting that a slight modification of (3.6) may avoid local optima. The modification involves adding a random noise to (3-6). yif'-lciing thf'-If'-Arning r1-lle
where {NJ is a zero-centered process independent of {ZJ. For the case without feedback, (3.7) implements the method of "simulated annealing" (e.g., Hajek (1985». For {NJ an i.i.d. N(O, 1) process and 'I], <X 1/log(t + 1), Kushner (1987) has proven convergence of rules like (3.7) in the no-feedback case to a global optimum of an underlying Lyapounov function (e.g., expected squared error) under general conditions. To the best of our knowledge, the convergence behavior of rules like (3.7) with system feedback have yet to be studied, and constitute an interesting area for further research. Incorrect belief equilibria in this context might be avoided by such rules. Now consider what happens if the model is not correctly specified; that is, for all8ee
for 5 > O independent of I. For example, suppose for all 8, / does not depend on an element of X, that 9 does depend on-a case of omitted variables. Again, 8, will converge to a zero of h(8) under favorable conditions (including the existence of zeros), but now even solutions corresponding to global optima of some appropriate Lyapounov function will generally be incorrect belief equilibria.
Further, unlike the case with no feedback, in which the Lynpounov function can be taken to be expected squared error, so that optima provide either locally or globally mean-squared error optimal approximations to the unknown function of interest, the case with feedback does not admit expected squared error as a Lyapounov function. To see this, suppose the agent tries to choose a learning rule to minimize expected squared error in the limit, (8) 9) is not. When the model is correctly specified, the agent can get away with setting u,(Z" R6" 8) to zero, its value in equilibrium. However, under misspecification, the parameter minimizing (3.8) solves
In order for (3.6) to find a minimum of (3-R). it i~ therefore ne~e~~:lry th:lt
R8°t. 8.) generally will not vanish almost surely. If V R8°t also does not vanish almost surely. i.e.. if actions depend on 8 in a neighborhood of 8. as we should generally expect. then (3.9) will generally fail to hold.
Thus. when feedhack~ and mi~~pe~i"~:ltinn :lrp. hnth pre~ent, one no longer even. has a guarantee that learned parameters provide even locally optimal approximations to the unknown function of interest.
Because of the failure of even such a minimal estimation optimality property in this context, it is reasonable to expect that rational self-interested agents would attempt to detect and avoid misspecification. One way to permit this is to endow the agents with nonparametric models and adaptive learning rules. which would be much less susceptible to misspecification, while still being econometri-ally feasible. This is beyond the scope of the present analysis, but is the subject of further research (Chen and White (1994) ). Here we restrict ourselves to studying the consequences of parametric adaptive learning rules.
We now turn to our formal results.
with )..,(8) = (Z" R8" .18,) and h = hlh2 as in Section 2. Even this condition is merely sufficient for the primitive given by KC (their Condition A.5.2, stated in the proof of Theorem A.1 of the Appendix). Our analysis provides concrete conditions that suffice for (4.1) and that ensure that the rest of KC's rather abstract conditions also hold.
We make essential use of the class of mixingales, introduced by McLeish (1975) . Let IIxllp = (EIXIP)'/p.
When IIxllp < 00 we write X e Lp(P). If X is a matrix or vector, XeLp(P) whenever each element of X belongs to Lp(P). We maintain the definition just given for the case of vector or matrix-valued X, with 1.1 interpreted as the spectral norm induced by the Euclidean norm. We u~ the following definition We drop explicit reference to the u-field IF' when there is no ambiguity. When {X,} is a mixingale and X, is measurable -f', we have an "adapted mixingale" and the condition on IIX, -E(X,IF'+m)112 holds trivially. The force of the mixingale condition is then to drive IIE(X,lf'-m)112 to zero as m -+ 00, a form of asymptotic martingale difference property. As special cases, mixingale processes include independent sequences, martingale difference sequences, 1/1-, p-and a-mixing processes, finite and certain infinite order moving average pr0;;;~~~~~ And ~~qu~n~~~ of n~Ar ~po;;;h d~p~J~d~J~~ (N13D) fuJ~~tioJ~~ of iJ~finith istories of mixing processes (Billingsley (1968 ), McLeish (1975 , Gallant and White (1988». The property of mixingales central to our application is given by the mixingale convergence theorem (McLeish (1975, Corollary 1.8» , which states that if {'111 E ~+}, E;-I'11: < 00, and if {X,} is a mixingale of size -t, then E;-I'11,X, < 00 a.s. -P. Thus, a key goal of our analysis is to show that for each 8 in e 4. CONVERGENCE VIA NEAR EPOCH DEPENDENCE In establishing convergence of the estimation recursions (2.5) using Theorem 2.5.2 of KC, a key role is played by verifying that for each 8 in e {h(I.., (8) For this, we exploit the theory of functions near epoch dependent on an underlying mixing process. We provide conditions ensuring that each component of 1.., (8) is NED on an underlying mixing process, and then impose conditions ensuring that h(I.., (8),8) inherits the properties of 1..,(8).
Our first assumption formally specifies the basic data generating process for the exogenous variables.
AsSUMPTION A.1: (a) (n, f, P) is a complete probability space on which is defined the sequence of f-measurable functions {Z,: n-+ ~v, t = 0,1,2, ...}, II EN = {1,2,...}, with sup,>olz,I~E-l <00.
We define IZtl = {Ei-1Zt~)1/2, where Zt = {Ztl' ..., Zt,,)', and take B to be ã eneric !;mall cnn!;tant Thf'. hnllnnf'.nnf'.~~ of Z, impo~ed here rule~ out norm21ly distributed exogenous variables {e.g., errors). We impose boundedne:ss because of its great convenience; it can be relaxed at the cost of considerable additional technicalities. We let supp Zt denote the support of Zt' i.e., the closure of the complement of the largest Borel set B such that P(Zt E B1 = 0, and we let jsupp {Z,}=cl{U;-lsUppZt) denote the "joint support" of the elements of {Z,}. The boundedness assumption implies that jsupp {Z,} cKz = Xi " ( -1 -1 ] . -1 -B ,B . Lot {J";} bc n stochllstic proc;CM on (n, r, r) 4J:ad dcfillc thc IlliAill~ I,;Vcffil,;icll< /Jm = SUp,.SUP{FEF~-.GEF';'+m:P(F»O}IP(GIF) -P(G)I, am = SUP,.SUP{FEF~-GEF';'+m}IP(G nF) -P(G)P(F)I, where 0=: = u{v,., ..., V;). When </Jm -+ ° or am-+ ° as m -+ 00 we say that {V;} is </J-mixing {uniform mixing) or a-mixing {strong mixing). Mixing is thus a form of asymptotic independence. When </Jm = O{mA) for some A < -a we say that {V;} is </J-mixing of size -a, and similarly for am. We use the following definition of near epoch ClepenClence, where we aClopt the notatIon 1:..: .:-;;:( .) = 1:.'( .III': .:-::: ). DEFINITION 4.2: Let {Z,} be a sequence of random variables belonging to L2(P), and let {II;} be a stochastic process on ({}" IF, P). Then {Zt} is near epoch dependent (NED) on {II;} of size -a if JIm = SUPtllZt -E:~:::(Z,)112 is of size -a.
We note that if a random variable Z, has a stationary and invertible ARMA rp.l"rp.~entation with innovation~ V;, then Z, i~ NED on 1"; of arbitrarily large size (Gallant and White (1988, p. 49». Andrews (1991) shows that if Z, is NED on ~ of size -a and 9 satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then g(Z,) is also NED on ~ of size -a (see Proposition 4.6 below). A more g~neral condition yielding NED functions is given in Proposition 4. 4. McLeish (1975, Theorem 3.1) establishes that NED functions of mixing processes are mixingales. We use a statement of this fact given by Gallant and White (1988, Lemma 3.14) . Because {z,} is already assumed bounded, we have the weakest possible mixing conditions, taking r -+ 00. We assume that Z, is f'-measurable to avoid anticipativity (future dependence) of the learning algorithm.
DA"ic conditiQl1" 5QVCllli"~ l11C 1CiW uf IIIUliull ilrt: pruvided by Assumption A.2. This result extends a lemma of Andrews (1991) (Proposition 4.6 below) for function£ of mixinsQle procc33c3 to thc C4~C of ~I LdiJ1 fulll.:liuns or arbitrary histories of mixing ale processes. The key condition ensuring the validity of the conclusion is that g(z, .) be a contraction mapping. This ensures that the memory of the past eventually fades; otherwise the NED property may be lost. The boundedness of 9 can be relaxed, but it is convenient and already valid in our application.
To apply this result to R8t we shall assume that for each (z, 8) in Kz X 8 (8 a compact subset of D8)' p(z, .,8) is a contraction mapping. As noted in Section 2, such a condition is encountered already in the work of Marcet and argent. Because we assume that p(z, .,8) is differentiable, this further implies that Ipr(z, r, 8)1 ~ Co < 1, for all z, r, and 8, where Ipr(z, r, 8)1 is the square root of the largest eigenvalue of Pr(Z, r, 8)' Pr (Z, r, 8) . This, together with conditions ensuring that {P8(Zt-l'R8t-l'8)} and {Pr(Zt-l,R8t-l'8)} are NED on {V;} (via Proposition 4.6), permits us to apply Proposition 4.4 to establish that .d8t is NED on {V;} for each 8, also. It suffices to elaborate Assumption A.2 as follows. We have now ensured that A,(6) has the desired properties, as formally stated in the following result:
T .PMMA d.S. Given -4sstllnptions .1.1 and ~1.2, for cach O i,J 8, u (;UmpaCl subset of R$, {A,(8) = (Z" R8" ~8')} is a bounded sequence NED on {~} ofsize -t.
Further, the bound on {A,(8)} does not depend on 8. . By putting k = 1 and hl = 1 we get h = h2, so no generality is lost or gained by the structure placed on h. However, the structure h = h2h1 will occur in many applications, and it is convenient to permit verification of the conditions imposed separately. Taking k * 1 permits treatment of systems of equations or multiple agents' parameter estimates. Convenient basic conditions on h1 and h2 are as follows. To ensure that h(At(8),8) inherits the NED properties of At (8) we make use of the following result of Andrews (1991) . For each tI m 6, hi( ., ., ti) and h2( ., ., ., (J) satisfy a Lipschitz condition on Kz X Kr and Kz X Kr X KA respectively.
With the structure now in place, the desired mixingale property holds for h(A,(8),8). This can be verified to hold under additional assumptions but the technicaliti~3 4C~ ~nlcwhdl iJlvulvcu, cvcn Wilh {Z,} assumed Stationary. For convemence and to maintain a plausible degree of generality, we shall not specialize Assumption A.4 but retain it as a primitive asymptotic stationarity condition.
A further requirement is that h be continuous on 8. This follows under some additional reasonable structure on p, hi, and h2. Finally, we state formally the recursions defining our adaptive learning procedure. {'t7.} i~ n ~pq'Jl!nl"1! ofpo.ritivQ 1'QOJ nll»Jbe1'$ such that E';'-u't71 < 00 and E';'-01J,--.
We use a scalar learning rate, so that in the multiple agent context each agent uses the same rate. Permitting 7], to be a diagonal matrix is straightfolWard, but we retain the present structure for simplicity. The specific conditions on the learning rate sequence {7],} are satisfied whenever 7], is proportional to t-P., t < p, ~ 1. The larger values for p, lead to faster convergence.
Also, we apply a projection device 1T to restrict {8,} to the compact set @ to " " ensure that {8,} is bounded. For example, a truncation device can constrain {8,} LU a hyper-reCtangle. Wjth multiple agents, It sutnces that each apply a projection (e.g. truncation) device individually-no coordination is needed. The projection affects the representation of the limiting ordinary differential equation (ODE) in our main theorem below, but does not affect the desired conclusions. See Chapter 5.3 and page 40 of KC for further details.
We now have sufficient conditions to state our main result describing strong convergence of the adaptive learning procedure. The results are obtained by c3tabli3hing ""rtAin prop,,£tic~ of Lllc jJic\;t;wj~t; Ijnt;ar lntt:rpulatlon of {t1,} with interpolation intervals {7],} defined as 80(T) = 11,-1( T,+I -T)8, + 11,-1( T -T,)8,+1' T E [ Tl'7,+1)'
and its leftward shifts, defined as 8, (7) (8) THEOREM 4.9: Suppose that Assumptions A.I-A.5 hold. Then: (a) ~re exists a P-null set no such that for (J) ~ no, the sequence of leftward shifts {8,( .)} is bounded and equicontinuous on bounded interva~, and {8,( .} has a convergent subsequence (in the sense of uniform convergence on each finite interval) whose limit 8( .) satisfies the ODE 8 = :n:[ii (8) The conclusions of this result are standard in the stochastic approximation literature (cf. Ljung (1977, Theorem 1)) and in fact are identical to the conclusions reached for systems without feedback, updating according to (2.1) (Kuan and White (1994». In particular, part (a) indicates that 8, resulting from the adaptive learning algorithm behaves like a solution trajectory of a specific ODE for t sufficiently large, and parts (c) and (d) show that if 8, is well behaved (in the sense that it enters d (8*) infinitely often), then asymptotic stability of the ODE ensures that 8, converges to either 8* or some 8* E 8*.
The limiting ODE is affected by the projection device only when 8 is on the boundary of 8 and the vector field ii(8) points outside of 8. Removing the Vlujc~liun ucvI\;C Is nevertheless clesirabIe, ancl IS pursuecl 10 t;hen and White (1994) . If truncation is employed, then the limiting ODE is just 8 = ii(8) inside the hyper-rectangle. (We are indebted to a referee on these points.)
For conclusions (b)-(d) we consider only asymptotically stable points of the ODE. A sufficient condition to ensure asymptotic stability of an equilibrium 8* is that ii be differentiable and that all eigenvalues of Vii(8* ) have negative real parts (e.g., Sydsater (1981, p. 362». In part (d), we have made the dependence of 8* and 8' on the initial values 80' Ro, Jo explicit. Different starting values generally lead to different equilib-rium values. Note also that the final equilibrium value (J*«(J), 80' Ro, Jo) depends on the realization (J). This is to be expected, as noise in the system may push 8, from the domain of attraction of one equilibrium into the domain of attraction of another. However, the conclusion of Theorem 4.9(d) rules out cycling between isolated asymptotically stable equilibria.
When the function h1(Z" R" 8,) is the prediction error of a system, as it will be with least-squares learning, then this learning algorithm belongs to the class of "recursive prediction error algorithms" discussed by Ljung and Soderstrom (1983) . Ljung and Soderstrom obtain asymptotic properties for linear systems. Our convergence results extend theirs to a general nonlinear framework, under broAdor dOpOJldoll\;C \;uJJui..iull~. Cumpart:ll with convergence results in Kushner (1981 Kushner ( , 1983 , our dependence assumptions are weaker than the Markovian conditions Kushner imposes. Among other things, this allows one to obtain learning convergence results in situations where agents may have misspecified models of the dependent structure of an error process.
Reviewing the conditions used to obtain our results, we note that Assumption A.1 imposes boundedness and mild conditions on the dependence of the exogenous variables; Assumption A.2 places regularity conditions on the system feedbacks (differentiability, Lipschitz, and contraction conditions); Assumption A.3 puts regularity conditions on the update functions (continuity and Lipschitz conditions); Assumption A.4 imposes a mild asymptotic stationarity condition; and Assumption A.5 defines the learning algorithms and restricts the learning rate sequence {7],}. These conditions are sufficiently mild that they may serve conveniently in a variety of applications of interest. Our conditions are of course not the most general possible; they have been chosen in part to facilitate interpretability and to simplify development of the theory. Certain aspects of our approach may nevertheless prove useful in applications requiring greater generality.
As a direction application of Theorem 4.9, we provide convenient conditions applicable to nonlinear least squares learning of the sort considered in the example nf ~f'.rtinn ~b We fir~t sive a ~imple conditiQn sufficient for AsGump tion A.2. The contraction mapping property will typically impose constraints on @. Next we specify appropriate structures for h. We treat two possibilities for h. The choice ha = u~hl is relevant for adaptive learning situations in which .dur is (justifiably or not) ignored, as in the example of Section 3.b. The choice hb = h2hl is relevant for adaptive learning situations in which .dur is available, as in recursive estimation of econometric models with dyn41lli~ 14t~J1t v4ciabl~~. KucuJ i1IlU WhilC (1991) show that ARMA models, bilinear models, and recurrent neural network models can be recursively estimated using hb. The present learning algorithm thus provides some interesting new econometric procedures. Our result is as follows. COROLLARY 4.10: (a) Given Assumptions A.1, B.2, B.3, A.4 for ha (resp. hb) and A.5, the conclusions of Theorem 4.9 hold for ha (resp. hb) with set of locally asymptotically stable equilibria e: (resp e: ). This result formalizes the discussions of Section 3.b. In particular we see that convergence to the true parameters of a correctly specified nonlinear model is possible with algorithm (3.6), but that convergence to other stationary points is also possible. Moreover, these other stationary points are not necessarily mean squared error (m.s.e)-optimal, as ha does not give an unbiased measure of the gradient of expected square error. When the model is misspecified and ha is used instead of h", no stationary point of iiR is necessarilv m.s.e.-ootimal. Use of hb is required to obtain estimates consistent for locally or globally m.s.e.-optimal parameter values.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have given convergence theory for adaptive learning algorithms useful for the study of learning by economic agents. Our results extend the previously utilized framework of Ljung (1977) by permitting nonlinear laws of motion driven by stochastic processes that may exhibit dynamic structure richer than that previously allowed. Our theory also applies to yield simple recursive estimation procedures for econometric models with dynamic latent variables. Indeed, our theory permits economic agents to learn using such models. Our results are obtained by combining estimation theory in the engineering literature due to Kushner and Clark (1978) with the theory of mixingale processes (McLeish (1975) , Gallant and White (1988». Our analysis shows that even agents with correctly specified nonlinear models using our adaptive learning algorithms may arrive at incorrect belief equilibria, and need not arrive at estimates of parameters with any optimality properties. Agents with misspecified models generally do not even have the possibility of converging to optimal parameter values. This suggests two interesting directions for further research. The first is to consider learning algorithms that achieve global rather than local optima, for example, via the method of simulated annealing, as in equation (3.7). A second interesting direction is to remove the possibility for misspecification by endowing agents with nonparametric learning ability. Thus, agents might be postulated to learn using recursive kernel or series estimQtion tochniquos. Work in thi3 diroction hQ3 boon undcrta.kcn by Chen and White (1994) .
Even in the present context, some interesting issues remain. One is the possibility of weakening the contraction mapping condition on the law of motion. Nonlinear dynamic systems with first Lyaponov exponent exceeding one can generate chaotic processes that have mixing properties. As we rely heavily on mixing processes to obtain our results, it may be possible to extend our results to handle such cases. Another interesting area for research is to study the rate of convergence and the limiting distribution of our adaptive learning algorithm. Obtaining such results appears quite challenging, as it is not clear that standard asymptotic theory applies. The limiting distributions may be non-normal; an approach using the Kolmogorov equations for the evolution of the estimator density may prove fruitful. Finally, .there is a wide range of interesting econometric models with dynamic latent variables to which the present learning algorithms may be profitably applied. The final condition formalizes the intuitive requirement that when changes in updates of 8, are slDall, then not much is lost when we neglect the effects of these changes on past values of R, and 11,. To state this condition requires extending the definition of A, to refer to the entire sequence 9~ .{9,} E 8~ E x;"-o8. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.4: The Lipschitz and contraction conditions ensure that 9 is a continuous function on Dz X Kr and is therefore measurable. It follows from the boundedness and measurability of 9 that {R,-g{Z" R,-I)} is a bounded sequence of random variables. Because R, is bounded, we have "rm 3 sup,IIR, -E:~:::{R,)112 < '"', m -0,1. ...To show that {R,} is NED on {V;} of size -a, we must show that V'm = O(ml') for some JJ-< -a. Now for m > 1 where the first inequality holds by the minimum mean squared error property of E:.::::(g(Z" R,-J), the second follows from the triangle inequality, the third holds by the uniform Lipschitz and contraction conditions, and the final inequality holds by definition of Vrm and Vzm = sup,IIZ, -E:.::::(Z,)112.
To show that Vrm = O(ml') for some IJ. < -a, we argue by induction. We are grateful to Kurt Hornik for his help with this approach. By the fact that {Z,} is NED on {II;} of size -a, we can write vzm ..homl'o for some ho < (X) and lJ.o < -a. Because Co < 1, there exists mo sufficiently large that for all m > mo, coI ( By the contraction mapping property IZ,V~Co<1 regardless of 8. The continuity of P8(Z, r, .) on 9 (compact) imposed in Assumption A.2 and the Lipschitz condition imposed on P8( ., ., 8) together imply that P8( ., ., .) is continuous otl K z x K r X e. Because Kz x Kr X e is compact, P8( ., ., .) is bounded on Kz x Kr X e, so that Iz,l1 ~ bo < 00, say, regardless of 8. Thus 1.1811 ~ 12,11 + 1.181-1112,ṽ bo+I.181-1Ico I-I " bo r. Co + 1.101cb 1'-0 "b1 +1.101 regardless of 8, where bl = boL";-ocO < 00. {.18,} is therefore a bounded sequence, and we-can take the function defined by g(i,.1)-il +.1i2 on KixK4 with i=vec(i1, i2Y, Ki=jsupp{Z,}, K4 = jsupp{.18,}, to be a bounded function as required by Proposition 4.4. Because Co < 1, this choice for 9 is a contraction mapping in .1 and because K4 is compact, 9 satisfies a Lipschitz condition in i. As just established {2,} is bounded and NED on {V;} of size -4, so Proposition 4.4 establishes that {.18,} is NED on {V;} of size -4. Because A~(8) -.181' we have established that {A~(8)} is bounded and NED on {V;} of size -4.
Because 8 is arbitrary, the result follows. Q.E.D.
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.7: Lemma 4.5 establishes that for each 8 in 8, {A,(8)} is a bounded sequence NED on {V;} of size -4. Assumption A. here n is in [1"",1",,+vl] .
As in previous results, it suffices that the result hold for each component of An' The result holds trivially for A~, so we must give a proof for A'n and A~. As before, the proofs for A'n and A~ are similar. We give an explicit argument only for A'n. As in the proof of the preceding result, we have CI E c618n-I-j -8Z-I-) + c8°IA'n-no(8) -A'n-no(8t)1 j-O where no is the largest integer less than T,'. For given B > O and sufficiently large t', the boundedness of A';. and the fact that Co < 1 imply that we can make c8° sufficiently small that the second term on the right above is less than BIZ. The assumed closeness of tJt and tJ permit us to "hon." s < ~(1 -c")/:2c,, 00 th"t the fir£t term on the rjsht above j" alGO 10"" than ~/2. Con30-quently, IA';.(tJ) -A';.(tJt)1 < B for all t' (hence n) sufficiently large, as desired.
Observe that the first of the conditions stated at the outset comes into play when one sequence takes the sample values {8,(lII)} and the other is constant.
The additional conditions of Assumption A.2(c) are required in establishing the analogous result for A~.
Q.E.D. It is well known that a continuously differentiable function on a convex compact set satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. Our final result uses the following lemma to remove the convexity requirement. 
